
 

 

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

Tour No: 130 

Departure Date：2022 
18/6(Sat), 21/6(Tue), 24/6(Fri), 1/7(Fri), 
9/7(Sat) 
 
Departure & Disband Place & Estimate 
Time (Reference)： 
09:30 Kowloon Tong (MTR Station Exit D) 
 
Duration : About 7 hours  
Language : English / Mandarin / Cantonese 

Sign Up Procedure 

1. CLICK HERE to fill in sign up form with the machine-printed receipts copy of 

spend HKD $800 on retail per person. (Each participant can reserve 4 Tour spots 
per departure date per booking) 

2. Participant need to pay HKD$100 deposit when we offered audit receipts in line 
with specifications. (Payment Methods are in Page.3) 

3. We will send tour booking confirmation to participant while received deposit 

and your valid Vaccine Pass successfully. 
4. Every passenger have to submit HKD $800 original receipts 7 days before 

departure date. (Submit Methods are in Page.4) 
5. Deposit will be returned on tour date in cash. 

P.S: Original receipts must be spending on designated physical 
retail or dining outlets. Maximum two machine-printed receipts 
(totally spend HKD $800 or above) per person per redemption. 

No receipts will be returned to the participant afterwards. 
 

 

SCAN HERE 
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Itinerary  

 Towards the revitalized Central Market 

 Hollywood Road Park [Occupation Point] (Former Dalidi Site) 

 Possession Street (the colonial origin of Hong Kong) 

 Visit the old shops in Central and Western District [Zhu Rongji Grocery Store], 

 A century-old store sourced from Yuen Kut lam’s  

 Lunch (North Garden Restaurant) 

 Declared Monument of Hong Kong-Tai Kwun 

 Return to the assembly point (disband at 16:30)  

(Itinerary maybe changed according to actual conditions) 

  

North Garden Restaurant Menu (Reference) 

 

Scallop Seafood Winter Gourd Soup 

Grilled Tofu with Mushroom and Yamane 

Tomato jelly ear soaked pea sprouts 

Steamed Giant grouper 

Fragrant Butter Chicken  

White Rice 
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#Remark: Our travel agent must ensure that all the local group tour participants (except for tour participants, who 

are aged 15 or below or aged 65 or above, are unable to use the “LeaveHomeSafe” mobile application) bring 

with them a smartphone having installed the “LeaveHomeSafe” mobile application throughout the tour and they 

must scan the “LeaveHomeSafe” QR code whenever they board a means of transport (including chartered tour 

coaches, chartered ferries) and enter a venue (including attractions, restaurants) that displays such a QR code. 

 
 
Payment Methods:  
1. Deposit 

Hongkong Tours Limited Account 
286-4-1956-29 (Hang Seng Bank)  
012-667-1-001559-9 (Bank of China) 
 

2. Faster Payment System 
FPS ID: 161080817 
 
 

After payment, please write down participant’s name, contact and departure date and send 
the payment receipt by Fax：27226318 or WHATSAPP：94336008. Confirmation reply will 
be sent while received deposit successfully. 
 

 

 

  Special Disease Prevention Measurements 

1. All tourists MUST bring with them a smartphone having installed the “LeaveHomeSafe” 

mobile application throughout the tour.# 

2. Everyone shall wear surgical mask during the tour (except meal time). 

3. Implement body temperature screening for all tourists who participated in the activity at the 

rally point before the start of the trip, and deny those who are unwell or have fever. 

4. Alcohol-based hand sanitizer will be prepared on the car/boat to sanitize hands. 

5. Adopt 60-seat tourist bus and fully sanitize 

6. Prepare surgical masks for tourists at each contact point. 

7. Tour guides have already received 3 dose of a COVID 19 vaccine. 

8. The tour will be completed in accordance with the laws and the requirements and guidelines 

of the Travel Industry Council of Hong Kong 

Click here for any enquiries. 
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Original Receipts Submit Methods 
1. Submitted In Person 

Address：  Rm.12D, 16/F, Block B, New Trade Plaza, 6 On Ping Street, Shek Mun, 
     Shatin, New Territories 
Working Hours:  10:00am - 06:00pm (Mon - Fri) 
     Closed on Saturday, Sundays and public holidays 
 

2. Express Submission (Self-pay) 
Send the original receipts go through SF Express to the following collection point. 
Authenticate after signing and receiving will be confirmed after receipt. 
Address of SF Express Shatin New Trade Plaza Business Station:  
Workshop 7, G/F, New Trade Plaza, No. 6 On Ping Street, Sha Tin, Sha Tin District, New 
Territories 
Business Hours:  09:00am-08:00pm (Mon - Sat) 
     Closed on Sunday & Public Holidays 
SF Express Customer Service Hotline: 2730 0273 

 

Remainder: 

1) After the registration, if the participant cancels the reservation or changes the date or the name of 

the participant(s) for any reason, it will be regarded as a cancellation and the deposit paid will not 

be refunded. 

2) If the number of participants does not meet the minimum group size, and/or there are problems 

with transportation or attractions, participants will be notified two days prior to the departure date 

(excluding the day of departure). Participants can either reschedule the departure date or get back 

the original machine printed receipt(s) and deposit refund from the Participating Agent within 30 

days of Tour cancellation (as the case may be) 

3) This travel agency purchases local travel insurance for all local tour group participants that include 

coverage for the 2019 Coronavirus Disease. 

4) If either Tropical Cyclone Warning Signal No. 8 or above or the Black Rainstorm Warning Signal is 

issued and still in force two hours before the tour's assembly time, or expected to be issued within 

two hours of the departure time on departure day, the tour will be rescheduled. If Tropical Cyclone 

Warning Signal No. 1, No. 3 or the Yellow or Red Rainstorm Warning is hoisted, the tour will start 

as usual. If the Hong Kong Observatory hoists the Black Rainstorm Warning or Tropical Cyclone 

Warning Signal No. 8 or above during the tour, the tour may be cancelled to ensure the safety of 

participants without compensation  
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